Abstract

The cloud provides storage for user to store their data remotely. But there is a problem with the auditing protocol, which was proposed. There is a new paradigm of storage service, which
makes the integrity protection for outsourced data. There are also other integrity auditing protocols that has been already proposed but their focus was singleton cloud storage. These protocols don’t support batch editing of cloud storage. There is another auditing protocol for public which will provide integrity of multi-cloud storage. In this protocol there is a third party auditor which will simultaneously verify multiple auditing requests from different users on different storage of data files or different cloud storage servers. This protocol will achieve quick identification of corrupted data by implementing recoverable coding approach and homomorphicciphertext verification. It will also provide privacy preserving public auditing for data integrity. The total editing time can be reduced by batch auditing protocol and communication cost can be maintained low using same protocol. Analysis of extended security and performance shows this protocol is efficient and secure.
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